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ADVANTAGESWHAT IT’S FOR HOW TO USE IT

FILALONGLIFE
GLOSSY PROTECTIVE WAX

Caution:
Not recommended for use on floors or in 
damp environments and where water remains 
(bathrooms, showers).

No dilution required.
When treating terracotta:
After the base coat of FILAES82 or 
FILACLASSIC, apply 2 coats of NATURWAX, 
8 hours apart. Use a normal synthetic sponge, 
or a wide, flat brush and cloth. Once dry, buff 
with a floor polisher or a wool cloth. You can 
then complete the treatment with a finishing 
wax of your choice: FILACLASSIC, FILASATIN, 
FILAMATT, FILALONGLIFE.
If restoring coloured cement tiles or tumbled 
marble:
After a base coat of HyDROREP, apply one coat 
of NATURWAX using a normal synthetic sponge, 
or a wide, flat brush and cloth. Once dry, buff 
with a floor polisher or a wool cloth. You can then 
complete the treatment with a finishing wax of 
your choice: FILACLASSIC, FILASATIN.
On doorsteps, windowsills and stone slabs etc.
Apply with a dry cloth and continue rubbing until 
completely dry. The surface will be waterproof 
and shiny

FILANATURWAX
SOLID WAX FOR TERRACOTTA 

TERRACOTTA
 UNPOLISHED STONE 
AND AGGLOMERATES

 Also perfect for small surface areas: 
worktops, vanity tops, etc.

 Easy to apply: just use a sponge.
 Ideal for tumbled marble.
 It is available colourless, yellow or 
brown (coloured version is only for 
terracotta).

 For treating and protecting 
terracotta,marble and natural stone 
floors.

 Excellent for traditional treatment of 
terracotta: nourishes, protects and 
enhances.

 Provides warm tone to terracotta.

With one litre:

Terracotta                         20 m2                  
Stone                                  20 m2

“Coverage shown is for guidance purposes only 
and refers to single coats”

COVERAGE  

Packaging
1-litre cans in boxes of 12. 
5-litre cans in boxes of 4.  

WARNINGS
• Keep out of reach of children.   
• Do not disperse into the environment after use.
• During the winter period, wax may turn solid. In this case, 

all you need is move it close to a radiator or immerse it 
in warm water to soften it. It is advisable to mix it then 
before using it.

• Do not heat with naked flame, as paste waxes are 
flammable.

• The use of a single-disc cleaning machine is permitted only 
if it is perfectly undamaged.

TEMPERATURES
Storage temperature: from 0° to 25° CThe product must 
be applied to material with a temperature between 10° 
and 30°C. The product must be applied to material with a 
temperature between 10° and 30°C.

COMPOSITION
A suspension of natural and synthetic waxes in 
de-aromatised hydrocarbon solvent, tinted with specific 
colourings. 

LABELLING
Warning: Warning
Hazard indication:
Flammable liquid and vapour. Repeated 
exposure may cause skin dryness or 
cracking.
Caution recommendations:
If medical advice is needed, have product container 
or label at hand. Keep out of reach of children. Keep 
away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. 
No smoking. Keep container tightly closed. Wear 
protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/
face protection. Dispose of contents/container in 
accordance with official regulations.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Appearance: pasty
Colour: neutral-yellow- brown
Odour: light, solvent smell
Density: 0.79 kg/l
Flash point: 40 °C.

This information is the result of our most up-to-date 
technical know-how and is based on ongoing laboratory 
research and testing. Nevertheless, for reasons beyond 
our control, any suggestions always require appropriate 
analysis, testing and monitoring. 
Fila shall not accept any responsibility for improper use 
of its products.
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